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BUILDING THE INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS CENTER IN THE SMALL SCHOOL 

What is it, and why is it necessary? 

First, we must define what is meant by the term, Instructional 

Materials Center, It has been called a library, a resource center or 

an audiovisual center. Bruce R. Purrington's explanation seems 

appropriate, He likens the Instructional Materials Center to a 

university. A university is a collection of various schools or 

colleges, and the Instructional Materials Center is a collection of 

several libraries or resource units containing libraries of printed 

materials, projected materials. transmitted materials and recorded 

materials. 1 

To explain the Instructional Materials Center's purpose we have 

to briefly look at the educational developments and demands of today. 

In the last several years we have viewed curriculum more broadly than 

ever before as the growing needs of all kinds of education become 

apparent and educational achievement levels rise. We no longer consider 

learning as only for children; it is a lifelong process, and the school 

must prepare the student. The student must be taught an effective mode 

of inquiry which will be useful to him throughout life. The school 

program, developed to meet current needs, must also anticipate change 

to come. Such a program of education calls for a high quality and 

diversity of materials and methods of instruction appropriate to the 

1Jean Key Gates, Introduction to Librarianship (New York: 
McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1968), 
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to the age and ability of the learner, as well as to the changing 

objectives of education. 

2 

Individual growth and development are major concerns of education. 

Growth and development are greatly conditioned by experience that can be 

organized as a bl.sis for behavior. The school must provide the materials, 

resources and facilities which will make possible these learning 

activities and situations, 2 

Schools have introduced many curriculum and instructional changes; 

innovations seem to be one of the characteristics of today's education. 

These innovations demand a broad curriculum offering attention to 

individual differences and independent study and inquiry. These in turn 

must be supported by a wide variety of resources. The school's emphasis 

on diversified learning materials, printed and non-print, for all 

subjects and levels of ability is giving increased importance to the 

concept of the library as an Instructional Materials Center.3 

Unfortunately, the small school does not have the resources for 

meeting this need as fully as does the larger school. Personnel are 

not available; curriculum development many times is lacking; physical 

facilities limit what ca.n be done; and funds do not seem to be adequate, 

How can the small school overcome these obstacles and begin developing 

the Instructional Materials Center? Where should it begin, and what 

steps should be ta.ken?4 

2Joint Committee of the American Association of School Librarians 
and the Department of Audiovisual Instruction of the National Education 
Association, Standards for School Media Programs (Chicago: American 
Library Association, 1969). 

3Ibid. 

L~Kenneth Taylor and Robert Hull, "Facelifting for Old Schools," 
Library Journal, Vol, 64 (November 15, 1969), 4218-4224. 



Planning 

We must first decide what the educational goals of the school 

district or school are. These objectives and the curricula must be well 

established if the Instructional Materials Center is going to function 

efficiently, Without these well established goals the center will lose 

much of its value, 

Next there must be total involvement in planning by students, 

faculty, administrators, librarians and specialists that may be on the 

staff. These people, of course, must be familiar with the curriculum 

and educational goals the school or school district has established. 

The old adage that two heads are better than one will be especially 

useful in this situation. It cannot be stressed too strongly, especially 

since the small school has limited human resources, that all concerned 

should be involved in the planning of the center. This participation 

is important for efficient usage later.5 

Mr. Richard Lavin in his article, "Simulation, Standards and the 

Seventies," discusses a unique idea for total involvement, He refers to 

it as the Media Game, which he believes promotes creative group thinking 

and can help avoid costly mistakes. An actual model of the proposed 

Instructional Materials Center is developed by the participants, 

together with the instructional spaces available in the school, Dr, 

Lavin believes that by observing the physical model, those involved can 

understand implications more quickly and relate the variables present 

in such areas as scheduling, kinds of media usage, proposed staffing 

patterns and student usage. The game helps to establish communication 

.5Kenneth Taylor and Robert Hull, "Facelifting for Old Schools," 
Library Journal, Vol, 64 (November 1.5, 1969), 4218-4224. 
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among the groups participating in the planning. This system worked 

especially well when students were involved.6 

4 

All the components of the proposed Instructional Materials Center 

are represented and adhere to the board magnetically. Teams of player

planners arrange playing pieces to accommodate a stated situation. 

Trade-off rules force a choice between staff and equipment. Other rules 

make it necessary for the team to relate educational program objectives 

to the space. The physical represerrb.tion of the system -provided by the 

model allows media personnel, teachers and. students the opportunity to 

keep each of the needs in front of them, while still getting an over-all 

view of the operation. The game also provides vicarious experience with 

quick knowledge of results. It also faciUtates looking at altern.'ltives. 

If undesirable results become evident. the planners can adjust to them, 

plan new alternatives; and, 1)erha:ps, new approaches will emerge. The 

simple fact that a planner can try innovations without the usual cost 

should remove all stops and lead to real creativitye7 

Remodeling 

If a new school building is being built, the Instructional 

Materials Center can easily be planned for and incorporated into the 

new structure. But what of' the small school with an existing structure 

Atnd physical fucilities which they must take into consideration? What 

guidelines can be used that could generally be applied but lead to 

specific solutions for remodeling to create an IMC? 

There are two concepts a.rout the Instructional Materials Center 

~ichard Lavin, "Simulation, Standards and. the Seventies." 
11 brary Journal, Vol. fii.. ( November 15, 1969), 4216-4217. 

7:oid. 



that must be considered before we try to remodel to accommodate it. 

First, it needs more space. both in the IMC and a.round the school 

itself, for shared teaching, large group instruction, peer group 

discussion, media projects, independent study and reflection. Secondly, 

there must be more sophisticated media in the IMC, the classroom and in 

special laboratories. 

The Instructional Materials Center should be functional in 

design and inviting in appearance. It should have good lighting. 

acoustical treatment and temperature and humidity control necessary for 

the comfort of its users and for preservation of materials. The floor 

covering should be made of noise reducing :materials, and carpeting is 

recommended. 

It should be located away from noise areas and placed so that 

it is easily accessible to students and teachers. The locat.ion should 

permit use before and after school, evenings, Saturdays a.nd vacation 

-periods, 

The Instructional Materials Center must have a sufficient number 

of electrical outlets, the necessary electrical power for peak loads and 

at least one telephone outlet and intercommunication outlets. Light 

switches, electrical outlets, power grids, thermostats, telephones and 

fire extinguishers should be conveniently located without using space 

needed for shelving. 

Program change and teacher readiness for change must be 

considered in the IMC development. Kenneth Taylor and Robert Hull stress 

the importance of staff involvement and study before remodeling begins 

in their article, "Facelifting for Old Schools." They suggest the 

following ten principles be :::onsidered in IMC remodeling: 

.5 
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Identify the educational needs that may be served by an advanced 
materials program. Unless teachers agree on common school purpose and 
the use of materials, dissension among the staff as to the best 
teaching will persist. Naturally, the degree to which tr.e teachers 
encourage students to use audiovisual materials and provide the 
opportunity will. determine the size of the IMC. 

View the principal as the motivating or supportive force for 
change. The principal is the dominant force to start change. 'The 
teacher, 1 i brarian or any fac.ult y member ccin suggest change, but they 
must ha ,,e the -r>r1-ncl 's su-pport fer it to 3ucceed. 

Define the basic IMC function. The future function of the IMC 
which wtU 1x:: re:n~-0nsi ve t,;~ des'i:red learning activities and which 
wi 11 um11?rlie design should be explain.,,d by the IMC staff and the 
principal. Learning activities that involve media draw upon reading, 
astening, vie;:ing and production behavior. Facilities must be 
avaUable for the activities in the IMC and around the buildlng for 
large group instruction, groun projects. ind~pendent study and 
production labs. It should be indicated that the IMC ca.n support 
tradltional or innovative programs wlth equal ease. 

Use quantitative standards with care. Use •:iuantitatlv,; :::t 1.:1da:rds 
for the IMC with school administrators with care. They rr.any times 
ignore th·~ curriculum~ teaching goals and procedures. availabili.ty er: 
community resources or socio-economic characteristics of the 
individual community. 

Involve many persons in redesign. In addition to the staff, 
people responsible for building and grounds development and 
maintenance can explain what, structural changes are possible in 
older buildings. 

Accept remodeling as a continuing process. We find remodeling is 
becoming a part of building life. Continuing remodeling adapts 
facilities as teachers become increasingly ready for experimentation. 

Stress flexibility. Avoid small permanent rooms intended for 
special purposes. Furnish the IMC with movable equipment. Today•s 
open spaces can be divided according to function with furniture and 
equi:mnen-:. ln creative ways. 

Relate IMC facilities to similar facilities around the building. 
where the possibility for expansion is limited, facilities for 
related functions can be developed elsewhere. For instance, large 
group instruction facilities need not be located next to the IMC; 
they can be elsewhere in the building. 

On district basis, develop a long-range plan. what are the 
trends or indications for school popu:ation? If population is 
expected to drop, room for expansion of the IMC might be conside:eed. 
If popul:i.tlon will increase, building additions may 1:e necessary. 



Capture beauty inherent in old buildi!!fi, Special features, such 
as attractive ceilings, tile, brick and arches. may be preserved by 
the imaginative architect,8 

The Collection 

7 

What materials should we include in our collection so that it wi Lr 

be a balanced collection and meet the needs of the school it serves? 

Naturally, our selection in the following areas must meet the needs and 

interests of our constituency. Our IMC should have, re-presentation in the 

follow1ng areas to fulfill the demands of a true Media Center. Books, 

:-,nriodicals. pamphlets, newsnaners. educational gamas .• pictures, slides. 

music scores, maps, disc and tai,e recordings, the various microfilm forms 

,:1nd archival materials which relate to the local community should oo 

included.9 Also. such machines as opaque projectors, filmstrip/slide 

v:l.ewers and projectors. micro-projectors and readers, record :players, 

eight and sixteen milimeter movie projectors, sound filmstrip projectors, 

television~listening stations, radio receivers, video tape recorders and 

projection carts should be included.10 

Naturally, this collection cannot be built overnight. In certain 

':treas our resources may not be as grea.t as other a.reas. Curricul~r 

demand. and needs will set priorities for us to fill first. It is a 

continuous process of building and not one of buying all in one day. 

BKenneth Taylor and Robert Hull. "Pacelifting for Old Schc;,;:1ls," 
Libr-'iry ,Journal, Vol. &+ (November 15, 1969}. 42HPi224. 

9,Joint Committee of the American Association of School Librarians 
-J.nd the Department of Audiovisual Instruction of the National Education 
A s,;ocia tion, Standards for School Media Pro gr.am~ ( Chic~go: American 
;:.j brary Association, 1969). 

10state of Iowa, Department of Tnstructton, :'lans for Progress .••• 
in the Ml;l;dia Center, 7-12 (DenJ.rtment of PubHc Instruction, 1970;. 



After all, it took six days to create the world! The possibilities for 

microfilm a.re terrific for the small library with limited space and 

facilities. 

Making it Run Smoothly 

After the bu:Uding ha.s been remodeled and the physical facilities 

are ready, our real job has just begun. Our program must be sold to the 

administration, fa.cu:tv. studen1~s and community if it is to grow and 

become a real part of the educational program of the school. 

How de we se11 our program? Through public relations, that's 

8 

how! The> director must use every device at his disposa.1 to gain favorable 

reaction and nrove that the program is a necessary and worthwhile part 

of the educational process. 

Frederic R. Hartz and Herman Elstein, in their article, "Public 

Relations and Secondary School Media Center: the Director's Role," 

suggest some potentials for publicity from routine operation. One is 

the physical appearance of the center and its arrangement of materials. 

The second is the manner in which staff members serve the school 

populatfon. 11 

Many times the media center is the natural showplace of the 

school and may be the physical focus of the building. AccordinP, to 

Henry lash, the media center should be "centrally located. light, airy 

and spacious: it lends itself ideally for exhibits of ma.ny sorts: as a 

meeting ~lace for certain civic organizations such as PTA, and the visits 

llFrederic R. Hartz, "Public Relations and Secondary School 
Media Center: the Director's Role," Audio-Visual Instruction, 15:61-63, 
January, 1970, 



by the public in general. If, then, the library is a natural showplace, 

why not show it off?"l2 

Attractive communications from the li bra.ry is anotb-1r useful 

publicity tool that we of'ten times overlook, If communications coming 

from the media center. such as re-ports, letters, directives, and overdue 

notices show little concern for appearance; so we will be judged? A 

thorough check of all outgoing communications for a short period might 

prove to be a revelation. 

One of the most importQ,nt, if not the most important field of 

publicity, is human relations. Tt is the responsibility of the media 

director and his staff to work with every student and teacher in the 

school. We mnst overcome the old stereotype librarians. and now, media 

personnel's impression of being aloof, snobbish, unworldly and standing 

guard over books and materials with little concern for the individual, 

whether he is a student or a member of the faculty. 

Rel.=3.tionshi-ps with administrators, teachers, students and the 

general public depend not so much on formal training, but rather on 

humility, common sense and good humor. 

For the administration to be sympathetic to the media program, 

they must have knowledge of the center and its resources, services and 

the potential that the media center can have for a really fine instruc

tional program. The administration must be made to reali7.e that the 

media center and its functions link it with the total school public 

relations program and that its products speak not only to the school, 

but to the community as well. 

12Henry Lash, "School Public Relations through the Library," 
Wilson Lillrary Bulletin, 33:485+. March, 1959. 

9 
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Naturally, it is not verbal praise we seek from the administration, 

but support for additional staff, funds and facilities for furthering the 

educational program. 

Then it is essential that we get the administration involved so 

they can understand the problems and services of the media center. 

Administrators should attend special institutes or workshops and meetings 

for media specialists and librarians to gain a better insight into these 

problems. Notices of these meetings and workshops listed in library/media 

periodicals should be brought to their attention by the director. With 

knowledge of sfa.ndards, new techniques and sound practices, the school 

administration win be better prepc1-red to support and evaluate media 

nrograms. 

If we expect to have a successful media program, we must know and 

be able to state clearly our objectives. The media director must not 

only know what objectives he hopes to achieve, but how he will accomplish 

these objectives. Only after these facets of his program are clear in 

his mind should he approach the administration and begin to sell his 

program. 

It is also advisable to provide regular reports which describe 

the progress of the media program. These could include statistical 

reports on circulation, acquisitions. attendance of classes, reference 

questions or a written summary of services rendered by the staff. 

displays, book reviews, bibliogra.phies and inservice instruction. Suer, 

factual records can be very useful when the administration is approached 

for additional funds for the media center, 

The preparation of the school :mdget is th8 ultimate responsi

bility of the administration, but this should not exclude the media 

director's r..artici pa tion. Not only will the media director be familiar 



11 

with professional standards, such as the requirements of accrediting 

agencies and the state department of education, but the current status of 

the media center, the resources needed and the curriculum demands. The 

director and his staff can project costs of materials and services and 

can compute the change of cost since the last fiscal yeax. 

It is imperative that the media center director be willing to work 

on the curriculum development committee. With these contacts he will 

understand the direction and needs of the developing curriculum and will 

be able to formulate immediate and long range acquisition programs& 

If the media center is +,o be a success, it must have the full 

mr;,-port, of the c:assr.'.)cm teachers. \ g'."tt?1=.4: dc"!-1 of effort is needed to 

::~7,ilia.r1 ze te'l.~hers wi tr. the coritl"r.ts of oooks, films, filmstrips, 

microfilms arid phonogranh records if these m,"'lterials :1re to really be a 

part of the instructional program. 

Frequently. the media staff receives little cooperation ::'rom the 

teaching s-taf:f and do all too Uttle to find out why this situation 

exists. This is surely an indication that we are not selling our ~rogram 

to the staff. Rea.sons are varied for this lack of response 4 Priscilla 

McKim states: 

Some teachers who have been in the racket for a long time (and 
usually the longer they have been :i.n it, th~ more tr.is is true), just 
hate to admit they don't know what you a.re talking about. Therefore, 
they keep out of your way for f'ear they•11 get trapped into admitting 
what they don't want to admit to themselves, It's a way to avoid 
losing face.13 

Many teachers hesitate to make recommendations .s..nd woulc. rather that the 

med fa. d:i.rect.or make the selection. The NEA inquiry. The Secondary School 

reacher and Library Service, reported that only "twenty-five percent of 

13Priscilla. McKim, "How to Convince Teachers that you are a Hydra.
Headed Angel," Wilson Library Bulletin, 36:553-5!1+, March, 1962. 
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the secondaTy school teachers ha,ve had a.etual instruction in the role and 

function of the school l:tbrary as a part of their professional prepa

ration ... i 4 It is apparent that teachers' library i:ackground is seriously 

lacking and that 1nservice training in this field is necessary if a 

successful media program is to be realized. 

Since these programs are seldom forthcoming, the director must 

sell media services to the faculty by various means. The fol1owing is 

a :_h;t of factors. adapted from .Taco bs and Darling. These factors 

cr,ntribute toward e;ood wUl. 

1. All te,ichers should have ea.sy access to instructional 

ma tf'rfa 1 s. 

'2, 'l'he contribution of the media center to the instructional 

program should bP. kerit constantly before thE> faculty. Regularly 

distri bde news of services and materials: solicit recommendations and 

comments. 

1. New teachers should be invited to visit the center in 

Sentember: consider offerine; an orientation session. 

4. Teachers should be advised of new materials (rooks, 

neriodicals, films, filmstrips. etc.) by routing lists. 

5. Rush requests should be efficiently handled. 

6. Responsibility should be shared with teachers and depa.rtment 

heads for selection and discarding of instructional material~ and 

equipment. 

? • Bibliographies should be prepared; arrange for a ,~;mstant 

flow of curriculum collections to and from the classroom; help 

14National Education Association of the United States, Research 
Division, The Secondary Schoel Teacher and Library Service. (National 
Educatton Asso·ci3.t1.on. 1958). 



teachers use them. 

8. Awareness of instructional materials and equipment by 

corridor and homeroom displ~ys, posters, etc., should be created. 

9. Teachers should be provided with a quiet place to study; 

offer material for the professional. 

10. An arrangement should be made with teachers to ascertain 

specific needs, interests and abilities of youth. 

11. Always be skillful and diplomatic in requests for returning 

overdue materials. 

13 

12. Remember tha. t teachers may be overworked too 1. Act accordingly. 

Through effective human relationships the classroom teacher and the media 

specialist gain understanding of their roles in curriculum planning and 

learn to understand. and guide students,15 

Our prime concern is the student body, as the media center exists 

for their benefit. A major effort mu'.$t be directed. towa.rd the student 

l:x:>dy. Sa t1sfied youngstt~rs ar~ th!!' best pu blicHy fc;,r· thr, schoo i media 

program. 

There are a number of effet.':t.ive methods the director can use to 

attract the potential usE'!r to 1na.:terials and services. Among them a!'.'e: 

l. Displays, including permanent disi:,lays in halls, classroon:,; 

and the media center. 

2. Bibliographies of ·oook and non-book materials. 

3. Assembly, radio and television programs. 

4. Book talks, reviews, discussion groups. 

5. Stud~nt participa.tfon in tbe selection. display and 

15Frederic H. Hartz, "Public Relations and Seoonda.ry School '.1!.edia 
Cent~r: the Director's Role, "Audio-Visual Inst;:uction, 15:61-63 . 
. Janu3ry. 1970. 



discarding of materials. 

6. Contests for the best essays and graphic displays about the 

center. 16 

14 

These and other techniques should be designed to train the student 

to relay books and non-print materials as sources of pleasure and 

information. Most important is the experience the student receives in 

borrowing materials, using equipment and securing the assistance he seeks.17 

The value of student assistants and media club members should not 

be overlooked. With proper. guidance they can assume displays, exhibits 

and prepare material for the school newspaper, or on radio and 

television.18 

Another area vi tally important to public relations is the rules 

i:iid down for tbe operation of thP, med:ta center. These must be thoroughly 

tailored to your progr'1m a,nd formulated through the coouerative effort of 

the administration, faculty, students and ms:dia center staff. F'lex:ibility 

must be our key concern, a willingness to take a critical and unbiaced 

look at new ideas to see if they have merit. Our world is changing very 

rapidly. and we must be willing to try innovations that will better serve 

the patrons of our media center. What is applicable today may not fit 

tomorrow's needs. 

Public relations wt th the public: libraries in our area is very 

important to our nublic r€"lations -rn·ogram over-all. We must know the 

1"."esources available in our area. Students do deuend on the oublic 

library to varying degrees. Most public 11.. brarie~ consider students an 

16i.rederic R. Hartz. "Public Relations and Secondary School Media 
t:onter: th1~ Director's Hole." Audio-Visual Instruction, 15:61-63. 
Janu,1..ry. 1970. 



important pa.rt of their clientele and plan programs to meet their needs. 

However, the school staff must recognize the limitations of the public 

library. Coordination must be sought and can be achieved, Acquisition 

programs can be developed rationally when each group is aware of the 

other's needs, resources and goals. 

15 

The media director can be the necessary link between teachers and 

the public library staff. The following paragraph adequately summarizes 

how the director can hel~ to promote understanding between the public and 

school library: 

The director of the materials center can -promote mutual assistance 
and understanding by meeting with library staff and. trustees. He can 
inform teachers of available services and resources a.s well as the 
limitations. He should encourage teachers to notlfy the public 
library before mass assignments drive students into their building. 
An interlibra.ry loan policy can be developed: so can a program of 
talks to students by public librarians.19 

Competition for taxes cannot be avoided, but duplication of effort 

can be. Interchange of ideas, materials and personnel can do much for 

both institutions. 

Before we can make demands on the public li bra.ry, we must first 

evaluate our own media program. Perhaps the following questions could 

help us develop a valid checklist for evaluations: 

1. Does the media director acknowledge the value of good 

public relations? 

2. Does he know the interests and needs of the various publics 

which he serves? Of the area populatlon? 

3. Does he interpret the media program to his administration by 

involving them in the planning of the program and with scheduled reports? 

4. Does he interpret the media program to the faculty? Does he 

191bid. 
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offer efficient services to them? 

5. Does he 1nvelve students in formulating policy? Is reference 

service always available? 

6. Does the media director consciously consider the community 

(parent groups) in interpreting the media. -program? 

7. Does the center have a sense of direction, a plan for 

development known to the public? Are the center's policies known to 

all; regularly reviewed and discussed 7 A.re problems such as cost known 

to all? 

8. Is the staff service-oriPnted? 

9. Are there conflicts with public library policy? Is there 

contact between the two institutions?20 

Student orientation is equally important. Ea.ch student should 

understand what is available generally at the beginning of the years 

Naturally, it would be impossible for the students to be familiar with 

all the materials. but a thoroughly integrated library program of 

curriculum and media services will soon acquaint them with the media 

materials available. The initial orientation could be done from class 

during the first few days of school. Small groups would be preferable, 

~s this would allow the students to see and experience the media available. 

'!'he orientation might take several da.ys for each group. Students at 

this time must also be told the operating proceduresr as well as given a. 

wri.tten statement of policies a.nd rules. They must also be toJcl what 

msic materials. machines and equipment will oo circu1at~d and the rules 

of the media center operation. This will avoid misundersta.nding later. 

A ,,;ood resic background in what is available in the media center wil1 be 

20ibid. 



well worth the time sl)ent. 

Public orientation is another item of high priority. After all, 

tax dollars are being spent. and the public should have the opportunity 

to see what is being don~ with their money. Open house with a special 

program might be one way to get the public involved. Library notes, a 

l::x:>ok list and the like in the school paper and the local paper might be 

another way to inform the public. 

Briefly, let us summarize our plan of action. We must first 

determine our educational goals and curriculum in the school so the 

17 

media cemter can serve these: objectives. Total involvement is our next 

step. We must sell the IMC idea to get the support of the administration, 

faculty, students and the public to be successful. All should have a 

hand in planning the IMC center. After plans have been established, 

remodeling begins, following our ten general principles cited earlier, 

and taking into consideration the special spa.ce requirements of the IMC. 

Next, we must build our collection to support our educational and cur

ricular goals. hopefully including all types of media. Finally. 

orientation and instruction in the use of the IMC is necessa..ry for 

faculty. students and public. 

The success and thoroughne.ss of this final stei, nl;;iy a. major role 

in utilizing to the fu1lest possible degr!>e any lMC center. All µreceding 

-plans and buildinB: of the center are of ltttle value when an IMC center 

is not correctly or adequately used. 
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